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Abstract 

This paper centres on the issues in human relations especially between the women characters of Anju and Sudha. 

In a large portion of the circumstance’s women have the superb obligations to assume dependable parts in the 

family. Women have been viewed as lower to men overall however Anju and Sudha assume a significant part in this 

novel keeping up with the conventional qualities. Sister of My Heart manages various sorts of their human 

encounters through and through and contacts all part of their life. They start to dismiss the inflexible principles and 

guidelines which are restricted for women in the general public after the awful encounters looked in their life. 

Perplexingly without any male interference, the sisters can figure out a situation for themselves in the general public. 

The protagonists, Anju and Sudha, can re-find themselves. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Divakaruni’s compositions centre around the topics of estrangement and self-change at different 

levels and attempt to bring up many issues by investigating their foundations, loyalty, family, 

beginning, local area and character through her novels. In her works, the ladies characters are 

isolated from their country and they think all the more legitimately, however, they intellectually 

hold a portion of the customary beliefs. Her Sister of My Heart brings out two cousins from birth to 

their big day. This clever goes around two cousins named Anju and Sudha who are conceived not 

many hours contrast from one another around the same time. From the youthful age, the young 

ladies Sudha and Anju become closest companions, best sisters, and more than that they are 

incredible ally to one another. Anju and Sudha are committed one another in any case, unique. Being 

quiet and great looking, Sudha dreams of planning garments and having a family. Anju longs for 

studying Literature in school. The young ladies get discovered for skipping school and this occasion, 

alongside a well-being alarm in the family, unexpectedly changes the designs for school to plans of 

marriage. Book, one closures with Anju and Sudha getting hitched around the same time. Sudha 

moves with her better half and parents in law who live in one more piece of India. Anju’s spouse 

works in the United States thusly, she intends to go there in the wake of finishing a visa cycle. 

 

COMPLICATIONS IN HUMAN BONDAGE 

Marriage has isolated Anju and Sudha and afterward Sudha has taken in confidential about their 

family’s past. This secret makes disgrace and responsibility keeping Sudha pull back from Anju. Be 

that as it may, her adoration and love for her sister doesn't debilitate, and she even will not steal 

away because of dread reasoning that it would harm Anju’s notoriety. On the evening of their 

wedding, Anju knows about her husband’s attractiveness to Sudha. Notwithstanding, Anju doesn't 

find any culpability with Sudha, and afterward two youthful companions start to live separate lives. 
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Sudha rapidly learns the methods of her requesting and controlling mother by marriage. Following 

five years, she is more than happy to know that she is pregnant. In the interim, Anju’s life in the 

United States has not altogether turned out as she anticipated. Anju and Sudha trade standard 

correspondences, yet their old fellowship are absent. At first, they both feel that they get pregnant 

at a similar time. Sudha’s mother by marriage comes to realize that Sudha’s youngster is a female 

child. Accord ingly, she gets bothered and requests Sudha to go for cutting short the baby expecting 

the main kid would be a child. Sudha has no place to go and feels extremely terrible that she needs 

to converse with her again as obvious sisters. Declining to attach her life to another man and hoping 

to find support from her companion, Sudha chooses to go to the United States. After numerous 

years, the sisters are brought together, yet future boundaries actually proceeded. Through this 

novel, Chitra Banerjee makes sense of the voices of ladies in various perspectives. In Divakaruni’s 

Sister of My Heart, Sudha was battling with her better half and mother by marriage to save her 

unborn child. Despite the fact that her mother by marriage is a female she does not comprehend 

the sentiments and love of a mother. This occurrence associates the issue of Marikolunthu in 

women. Roadster composed by Anita Nair. Following quite a while of her marriage with Ebenezer 

Paulraj, she gets pregnant. Feeling overpowered she needs to pass it on to her mom first. Whenever 

she attempts to call her mom, her significant other intrudes on her requesting to go for abortion. 

Finally, Sudha leaves her significant other and gets together with her cousin sister Anju in America. 

In America, she lives for a short range of time in light of the fact that Anju’s spouse ruined her. 

Consequently, without illuminating Anju, she goes out and headed off to some place. 

 

There is a steady vibe of wistfulness and reality in Divakaruni’s novels. Her novels show a 

contention among custom and advancement. They battle for keeping up with the cutting-edge 

values and figure out a character of their own in the new and environment. Her heroes try to 

incorporate customs with the advanced qualities which are the requirements of great importance. 

They know that it is so challenging to get ground breaking thoughts in this man centric set up where 

the authority begins from the oldest male in the family. In this way, they get used to the unbending 

nature of customs however with delays figure out their own way of life as new ladies living with 

conventional values. 

 

Sudha and Anjus’ connection is great relationship which is unadulterated and brilliant. They are 

not blood related however they are certified sisters in every one of the ways. They battle, snicker, 

cried, and have done every one of the naughty exercises and continuously remain standing for one 

another. Anju is from privileged and Sudha comes from the lower standing however class struggle 

never happens between them. Both are gifted to each other, Anju the smart and clever and Sudha 

the magnificence and humble. That's what anju says “I can tell Sudha everything. I feel and not need 

to make sense of any of it. She’ll take a gander at me with those huge unblinking eyes and grin a 

small grin, and I’ll realize she figures out me perfectly. There is an ideal agreement with the two of 

them. They never fret over the rest of the world. Their indivisible closeness is a primary subject of 

analysis for their neighbours, companions and family members in the society. Saritha Aunty prides 

herself for their honesty seeing them going into the house inseparably.  

 

From the day they born, Sudha and Anju have been joined in more than one way that their moms 

find very challenging to comprehend. After marriage, their life gets totally different and takes 

unexpected inverse turns that they oversee actually. Since the distance has grown up, they never 
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license to disappear the bond they keep up with. There is a sharp difference between the existences 

of Sudha and Anju. Sudha invests her total energy in carrying out family responsibilities however 

Anju plays out all outside fills in according to her desire concentrating on her number one subject 

in school. Sudha’s pregnancy gives her a day-to-day existence growth opportunity. Her significant 

other shows no response when her mother by marriage demands her to go for early termination. 

Subsequently, she chooses to have the kid and goes to America. It is helped by Anju through her 

work that keeps her financial independency. In any case, her physical and stress can be the prime 

justification behind her miscarriage. The women in Divakaruni books are caught between the 

conventional customs of India and westernized culture of present-day India. The uniqueness of 

these ladies is totally modified. They see themselves and change occurs because of the unsure idea 

of their current circumstance. Divakaruni’s characters move past individualistic way to deal with a 

superior universe of understanding. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Sudha arises as a woman of power and assurance. Whenever the connection among her and her 

little girl is tested, she advances from concealment to an empowered mother. Her mom Nalini isn't 

happy with her daughter’s appearance. Sudha gradually moves towards a gallant lady making her 

own choice throughout everyday life. She chooses to keep the child and separation her better half. 

It is Anju’s love and backing as a valid sister who really helps her out and urges Sudha to bring up 

her girl as a solitary parent. Anju on the other hand begins setting off for college and gets the 

information that she yearns for. At long last, she attempts to absorb herself the new culture and the 

American lifestyle. The neighbourly inclination and force of sisterhood is the pinnacle of solidarity 

in their life. 


